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The future of public health
under President Trump
How might the election of Donald
Trump as the next U.S. president
impact public health over the next
four years? Harvard Chan School
health policy expert John
McDonough offers his perspective
in a Q&A.

 
Climate talks should consider
'immediate' health burden of
air pollution
Air pollution is not only causing
long-term damage to the planet
and human health, it is already
killing millions of people
worldwide, according to a STAT
editorial by David Hunter and
Francesca Dominici.

 
What's to be done about the
chronic pain epidemic?
With misuse of opioids on the rise,
experts discussed the causes,
treatment, and impact of chronic
pain at a recent Forum.

Around the School

November 17, 2016

Event Highlights

Voices in Leadership
Today: Live webcast
Former CBS anchor Bob
Schieffer
November 17
12:30 PM

Fall Social
November 17
3:00-4:00 PM
Kresge Cafeteria

World AIDS Day Symposium
HIV & Opioids: Crisis in Indiana,
Boston, and Beyond
December 1
8–9:30 AM
Kresge G2

Event calendar >

Listen: Tips for a
sustainable
Thanksgiving

In this week's podcast: It may be
hard to have a healthy
Thanksgiving, but there are ways
you can lessen the environmental
impact of your holiday meal.
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Three faculty honored for
cardiovascular research
Two Harvard Chan School faculty
members recently received
Senior Science Awards from
the International Aspirin
Foundation. Nancy Cook (at
right) and Julie Buring,
professors in the Department of

Epidemiology, were honored along with Michael Gaziano, who
teachers in the Epidemiology of Aging program.

 
Neurodiversity: Inclusion, Acceptance, and Human Rights
On Friday, November 18, from 3:30-5:00 PM in Kresge G1, author
Steve Silberman and autism rights advocate Ari Ne’eman will lead an
interactive discussion on the history of autism and the pursuit of
human rights and inclusion for people with autism. RSVP here.

 
New fellowship at Center on the Developing Child
The Djokovic Science and Innovation Fellowship supports the
dissertation research of Harvard University doctoral students whose
research aligns with the mission of the Center, which is to drive
science-based innovation that achieves breakthrough outcomes for
children facing adversity.

In the News

Human health risks from
hydroelectric projects

Sexual assault survivors urged to
combat election stress by getting
involved

Alcohol in moderation can be
good for the heart

VA reflects American history

What will Donald Trump's victory
mean for the health of America?

Good heart health can help your
brain, too
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